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Media Monitoring: Extract of Press News on Higher Education in Africa 

1. UCT News 

Youth Month: What does decolonised African education look like? (South Africa) 

Dr Tabane was moderating the second session of the recent youth-centred Africa Day symposium hosted 

by the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) and the African Union, in collaboration with the University 

of Cape Town (UCT) and its Nelson Mandela School of Public Governance. “If we lose the education war, 

all our other efforts won’t mean anything.” “Do we have a peer-review mechanism for education? 

Because if we lose the education war, all our other efforts won’t mean anything … We will continue in 

bondage,” Tabane noted. Africa needs an urgent plan, he added, to “move things beyond the theoretical 

convergence that we often have at symposia of this nature”. The first respondent to Tabane’s challenge 

was #FeesMustFall activist Mcebo Dlamini, who said that this process had to begin with Africans 

“decolonising themselves first”. “We might have all these ideas of an Africa we want, but have we 

prepared the minds of our people? Because decolonisation seeks to speak to the mind, the attitude, the 

behaviour of black people.” “The biggest problem we have is that universities stand in Africa … but they 

are not speaking to African problems.” Colonial education systems had turned blacks into “sophisticated 

hobos”; servants and slaves, Dlamini said. “It is not producing people who are going to own industry and 

the means of production. It is an education that is turning a black man into a white person. It is an 

education that has made us mimic Western tendencies. The biggest problem we have is that universities 

stand in Africa … but they are not speaking to African problems.” Colonialist education and the creation 

of an educated black elite are deepening divides on the continent, and not focusing on those living in 

poverty and facing African problems and diseases, such as Ebola. Neither did the system train Africans to 

be critical thinkers, Dlamini said. In her response, UCT Centre for African Studies lecturer Dr Thuto Thipe 

described the history of the centre being embedded in colonialism. It was created some 100 years ago to 

train British colonial officials to “run the empire” on African soil. A century later, her teaching centres on 

African political thought, and a master’s course titled “Problematising the study of Africa”. “We are 

reclaiming; we are taking hold; we are asserting our knowledge systems and our own histories in our 

education system.” “Africa is in motion,” she said. “We are reclaiming; we are taking hold; we are 

asserting our knowledge systems and our own histories in our education system and in imagining our 

present and our future.” 

Read more here 

2. University World News 

Start-up ecosystems beckon opportunity for universities (Africa) 

With an increase in the number of African countries included in the global top 100 start-up ecosystems, 

the continent’s universities should use this as an engine of job creation and economic growth, especially 

with the pandemic raging. The rise of tech start-up ecosystems across the African continent was 

highlighted in the Global Startup Ecosystem Index 2021 report released on 17 June by StartupBlink, a 

global start-up ecosystem map and research centre. The Global Startup Ecosystem Index (GSEI) measures 

ecosystems based on three metrics, including the number of start-ups (quantity), their quality, and their 

business environment. Africa’s start-up ecosystem trajectory appears to be on the move. The 14 African 

countries in the global top 100 start-up ecosystems include South Africa (48), Kenya (61), Nigeria (63), 

Rwanda (69), Egypt (70), Mauritius (73), Ghana (81), Tunisia (82), Cape Verde (87), Somalia (94), Morocco 

https://www.news.uct.ac.za/article/-2021-06-24-youth-month-what-does-decolonised-african-education-look-likea
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(95), Uganda (97), Namibia (99), and Ethiopia (100). For the first time since this report has been published, 

an African country was included in the top 50, with South Africa increasing four spots, to be ranked 48th 

globally. Other notable increases in Africa are Egypt, which climbed 11 spots to rank 70th, and Nigeria, 

which leapt five spots to now rank 63rd globally. With its debut in the GSEI, Mauritius is now ranked in 

the 73rd position. Making the cut for the first time, Namibia is ranked 99th, and the vibrant seed 

ecosystem of Ethiopia 100th globally. Somalia, in 94th position, is another example of innovation 

flourishing under tough economic circumstances, prompting the GSEI report to say: “We were inspired to 

see how the public sector and local entrepreneurs have worked hard to foster high-quality innovations 

aimed at solving some of the country’s biggest problems.” And: “Very few would imagine that Somalia, 

with its challenging situation, could have such a growing and vibrant start-up ecosystem.” When looking 

at cities, Lagos in Nigeria now commands the top spot in Africa in 122nd position after switching places 

with Nairobi, Kenya, which now ranks 136th. Egypt’s Cairo has had a significant increase of 21 spots to 

rank 180th globally. While the Eastern, Northern, Southern and Western Africa sub-regions are 

represented in the index, Central Africa still has no representation in the rankings. Four African countries, 

Kenya, South Africa, Nigeria and Uganda, also feature in the global coronavirus innovation map, which 

ranks countries based on innovations and solutions produced to combat the coronavirus. The positive 

performance by a number of countries could be enhanced by the launch, on 22 June, of Centre of 

Excellence in Science, Technology and Innovation. The African Union Development Agency (AUDA-

NEPAD), in partnership with South Africa’s Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) and 

Stellenbosch University (SU), has launched the centre to upscale and commercialise home-grown 

innovations on the continent. 

Read more here 

3. Times Higher Education 

Is South-east Asia higher education’s next global hotspot? (Global) 

When it comes to the growth in student numbers in recent years, it is natural to focus on the two Asian 

giants of India and China. Those two nations, with their billion-plus populations, account for the bulk of 

the world’s international students and dominate Western universities’ financial planning for the post-

pandemic world. However, it is arguable that horizon-scanners should be looking much more closely at 

the cluster of smaller, densely populated nations sandwiched between those regional superpowers. In 

terms of raw numbers, the 660 million population of the 10 members of the Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations (Asean) is comparable to that of continental Europe. However, the demographics are very 

different: the average age of an Asean citizen is 29, compared with about 40 in the West. And, according 

to the United Nations, the region is home to about one in 11 of the world’s 15- to 24-year-olds. Yet despite 

already having about 20 million students in tertiary education, the Asean region has enrolment rates 

averaging only around 40 per cent, compared with 90 per cent in parts of East Asia. That potential makes 

South-east Asia particularly fertile ground for higher education. Marty Natalegawa, Indonesia’s former 

foreign minister and author of Does Asean Matter? A View from Within, says that “the prospect for higher 

education growth in Asean cannot be underestimated”. And, in 2015, regional leaders signed the Kuala 

Lumpur Declaration, which cites higher education as “one of the catalysts in accelerating Asean’s 

economic, political and sociocultural development agenda”. However, Stuart Gietel-Basten, an expert on 

Asian demographics and professor of social science and public policy at The Hong Kong University of 

Science and Technology (HKUST), warns that favourable population figures alone will not drive 

expansion. “Demography is not destiny. You have to look at the available resources, systems, institutions 

https://coronavirus.startupblink.com/
https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20210622083532855
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and governance,” he cautions. That point is echoed by Choltis Dhirathiti, executive director of the Asean 

University Network (AUN). He calls the region’s large cohort of young people “both an opportunity and a 

problem. The opportunity is that we have a lot of talent to choose from for admission to our universities. 

The problem is whether we can offer that quality of education to everyone.” Many countries in the region 

continue to be beset by rural poverty, outdated infrastructure and political instability. Sharifah Munirah 

Alatas, an expert in strategic studies and international relations at the  Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, 

sees political interference as “Malaysia’s biggest challenge to education excellence and growth”. Some of 

the socio-economic barriers, meanwhile, have been underlined during the pandemic. 

Read more here 

4. KENYANS.CO.KE 

Govt Offers Tax Refunds to Organisations Employing TVET Graduates (Kenya) 

In the newest efforts to boost interest in technical and vocational training institutes, Treasury CS Ukur 

Yatani announced tax rebates for firms giving at least one-year internships to graduates from the 

Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) programme. The parent administrator of the 

institutes, TVET Authority of Kenya, is mandated by the law to regulate and coordinate it. The authority 

made confirmation of the incentive in a public statement released Thursday, June 24. In the last few years, 

technical training institutes have gained plausible traction in registering new students and ultimately 

dispatching graduates. Courses offered are mainly interactive and fall under diploma and certificate 

offerings. A probable cause of this gradual paradigm shift has to do with the newly sanctioned 

Competency-Based Curriculum (CBC). The CBC is based on the premise of nurturing the needs and 

potential of learners within a flexible framework that morphs with shifting requirements of students. To 

that effect, TVET Authority of Kenya has recently published that due to tangible government reforms, over 

15,000 candidates that scored C+ and above in the 2020 KCSE did not opt to pursue undergraduate 

degrees. A sizable chunk of this demographic chose diploma and certificate programmes instead. In 

addition to that, they reported that 4,840 students went with TVET colleges to pursue courses in an 

employment segment where their counterparts in universities struggle to get positions in the job market. 

In the preceding year of 2019, 2,632 students registered for diploma and certificate courses in these 

institutions across the country. Following these metrics, it is only irrefutable that the number of students 

joining TVET colleges will increase. The authority remarks that such growth is majorly attributable to the 

government’s optimized focus in ensuring TVETs thrive in operations as well as in the creation of 

employment. “It is my hope that employers will take advantage of this incentive and give our young 

graduates from the TVET institutions opportunities to gain practical experience to expand their 

employability,” declared CS Yatani in his 2021 budget speech. 

Read more here 

5. Times Higher Education 

‘Lame’ celebrity academics feed ‘psychopathic careerism’ (Global) 

Modern academia’s “rather lame celebrity culture” condemns rank-and-file researchers to becoming 

either “wannabes” or failures, a professor claims. Peter Fleming, professor of organisation studies at 

the University of Technology Sydney, said there was a “kind of pathetic quality” to the academic star 

system, in which a handful of top scholars attained fame, influence and wealth. In his book Dark 

Academia: How Universities Die, he argues that expensive big-name professors end up as walking 

advertisements who are seen as “the standard by which everyone else is measured and seen to fail”. The 

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/features/south-east-asia-higher-educations-next-global-hotspot?mc_cid=782206bc2e&mc_eid=42f674b686
https://www.kenyans.co.ke/news/65989-govt-offers-tax-refunds-organizations-employing-tvet-graduates
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result was, he said, “a culture of striving, where the majority don’t quite make it” and a form of 

“psychopathic careerism”. “Most academic stars are quite lame if you are comparing them to proper stars 

like Jimi Hendrix. I was interested in what it did to the professional community to have this rather lame 

celebrity culture as one of the motifs which defines academia today,” Professor Fleming told Times Higher 

Education. The few academics who become genuine “stars”, as Professor Fleming sees it, were 

surrounded by “wannabe starlets” and “failed starlets”. The former was characterised by “a blind 

ambition and extreme instrumental self-promotion” that were totally at odds with “basic academic values 

such as knowledge sharing” and which “we should all be trying to challenge and question”. The failures, 

meanwhile, tended to become embittered. Some then shifted into managerial roles and, according 

to How Universities Die, “often seek revenge and can easily become Hitler-like taskmasters in the 

process…Avoiding these angry bureaucrats is an unwritten rule in the neoliberal university today.” 

“Universities are deeply conservative spaces and have become increasingly more so,” Professor Fleming 

added, from which “it would be impossible for people like Noam Chomsky or Edward Said to emerge 

now”. Though we urgently needed to “turn the tools of academic critique on the labour process and 

politics of academia themselves”, the high-profile academics in “the star complex” enjoyed privileges that 

made them reluctant to speak out.  

Read more here 

6. IT Web 

Flying Labs established to help SA’s drone industry take off (South Africa) 

ICT industry stakeholders have collaborated to establish South Africa Flying Labs, a robotics innovation 

hub, to expedite SA’s drone regulations and help create more jobs in the sector. Announced at the 

recent Drone and Unmanned Aviation Conference, the innovation-focused organisation forms part of 

the Flying Labs Network, a global platform that co-creates and facilitates a network of local knowledge 

hubs in Africa, Asia and Latin America. The hubs build on existing expertise in drones, data and artificial 

intelligence, to accelerate the positive impact of local aid, health, development as well as environmental 

solutions through the use of drones or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The global network is made up 

of hundreds of industry experts across more than 30 countries, who provide guidance and expertise to 

members across the world. The South African arm of the organisation is led by three key aviation industry 

partners: QP Drone Tech, Tinghwazi Consulting and Vula Air Technologies. Its list of stakeholders includes 

the Drone Council of South Africa, the Tshimologong Makers Place and the University of the 

Witwatersrand’s Enterprise faculty. They will assist the organisation with the key objective of addressing 

SA’s sluggish response to developing modern drone regulations, while helping to empower various 

industries through the implementation of several initiatives to help support local ecosystems, create new 

job opportunities and businesses that offer robotics-as-a-service. Speaking to ITWeb during a telephone 

interview, Queen Ndlovu, MD of South Africa Flying Labs and founder of QP Drone Tech, pointed out that 

despite many ground-breaking drone applications in Africa, SA still lacks formalised regulations that will 

encourage multi-industry growth through fully integrating UAV systems into supply chains within an 

enabling regulatory environment. “The key challenges facing SA’s drone industry include the huge digital 

divide, regulatory inflexibility and complexity, and the high barrier to entry for drone technology adoption. 

Read more here 

 

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/lame-celebrity-academics-feed-psychopathic-careerism?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=editorial-daily
https://www.itweb.co.za/content/6GxRKMYJR4nqb3Wj
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7. News 24 

Universities must prioritise student success, staff and curriculum development (South Africa) 

Higher Education Minister Blade Nzimande has called on universities to prioritise student success, staff 

development and curriculum development plan. He said he was worried about the situation in some 

institutions. Addressing the SA Union of Students' (SAUS) national elective conference at the University of 

Venda on Sunday, Nzimande added the Department of Higher Education and Training was implementing 

the University Capacity Development Programme to build an equitable university system. He said the 

department wanted to ensure responsiveness in terms of the programmes and curricula that it 

offered.  Nzimande said: “We are committed to supporting the post-school education and training system 

by progressively introducing financial support for students from poor and working-class backgrounds in 

universities as resources become available.” "We are also committed to addressing the current gaps in 

funding, dependent on the affordability and sustainability of the funding systems that should be put in 

place." Nzimande claimed significant growth in funding allocated to the National Student Financial Aid 

Scheme (NSFAS) to support qualifying students: R12.3 billion in 2017/18 to R43 billion in 2021. This year, 

the department has provided an additional R6.4 billion to address the NSFAS shortfall. "We are working 

with NSFAS and institutions to ensure a speedy resolution of the processing of historic debt claims. In 

addition, the development of a policy framework for the regulation of university fees to ensure that fees 

are kept at affordable levels for all families that need assistance is also under way.  "These efforts will 

ensure that students can access some form of financial support for their university studies. However, 

without substantial additional funding available in the sector, student debt will continue to be a 

problem.  "I understand that there have been concerns about the withholding of academic records of 

students who have outstanding fees by institutions. I have had several engagements with universities on 

this matter," he said. "All institutions have agreed to provide a certificate of completion to potential 

employers where students have met all the requirements for graduation but still have university debt. "In 

addition, academic transcripts are also provided by institutions where they are required." 

Read more here 

8. University World news 

Funding levels of higher education a grave concern (Africa) 

Hopes continue to linger in Sub-Saharan Africa that universities will produce the next generation of 

professionals such as engineers, medical personnel, teachers, business and public affairs managers to 

propel the economies the region aspires to have, but too little funding, the youth bulge and a mismatch 

between higher education qualifications and employment opportunities are increasingly becoming the 

litmus test as to whether those good intentions will be achieved quickly. According to UNESCO’s new 

science report entitled The Race Against Time for Smarter Development, the main worry is whether the 

current level of funding of tertiary education systems in the region will enable universities to embark on 

teaching, development and deployment of new state-of-the-art technologies such as artificial intelligence, 

nanotechnology and robotics. On average, the sub-region was highlighted as spending about 1% of its 

gross domestic product (GDP) on higher education, although some countries spent less than 0.1%. For 

instance, in 2018, among the 13 countries of the Economic Community of West African States, at 3.3% 

share of its GDP, Sierra Leone was the highest spender on higher education, followed by Burkina Faso 

(1.8%) and Senegal (1.5%), while Gambia, Guinea and Liberia, on the other hand, spent 0.5% or less. During 

the same period, in Central and East Africa, public expenditure on higher education was led by Ethiopia at 

a 2.3% share of GDP, Kenya spent 0.7%, Rwanda 0.6% and Uganda 0.3%. According to the report, many 

https://www.news24.com/news24/southafrica/news/universities-must-prioritise-student-success-staff-and-curriculum-development-nzimande-20210628
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public universities, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa, are currently facing funding difficulties, with the bulk 

being absorbed by wages and other running expenses rather than investment in equipment or research 

and development. In this regard, abundant inequalities in the provision of higher education in Sub-

Saharan exist in terms of funding, the size of enrolment, the quality of staff and relevance of the 

programmes that are offered. According to a World Bank briefing, Tertiary Education in Sub-Saharan 

Africa, that was issued in December last year as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the current gross 

tertiary education enrolment ratio is 9.4%, which is well below the global average of 38%. In this regard, 

the rate varies greatly within the region from Mauritius’ gross tertiary enrolment ratio of 40% to 1% in 

Malawi and even much lower in South Sudan. Across the continent, approximately 9 million students are 

enrolled in the tertiary education sector, which is 4% of the total tertiary education students enrolled 

globally. Relying on a database from uniRank, one of the leading international higher education 

directories, the Association of African Universities says that, to date, there are 1,225 recognised 

universities in Africa. 

Read more here 

9. Daily Monitor 

Ugandan animated folktales adopted for the classroom (Uganda) 

Uganda has rolled out four animation films of seven-10 minutes each adapted from folktales in four 

Ugandan communities: Hidden Riches (from Ankole), Njabala (from Buganda), Opiyo and Odongo (from 

Jopodhola) and Lia and Origa (from Ma’di), in a pilot project to enliven classroom teaching and learning 

on a wide range of issues, relevant to our times. Four dramatic storybook versions of the animation films, 

to engage pupils/students in participatory learning, and to inspire creativity have also been rolled out 

under the project, “Transforming Ugandan Folktales in Digital (Animation) Films for Educational and 

Leisure Purposes.” The story in Lia and Origa is about a girl called Lia, a prototypical headstrong girl, who 

does things her own way, and has a problem following instructions from adults, like her mother.  Lia’s 

disobedience and refusal to do things with her peers led to her bringing home Origa, the ogre, who clung 

onto her back after helping her lift a water-pot onto her head, at the well.  How can Lia be liberated from 

the blood-sucking Origa who finds her back comfortable? In Njabala, a young girl is brought up in a 

pampering manner by a mother who failed to give her life-skills for responsible adulthood, expected of a 

culture’s female. As she is beautiful in looks, she finds it easy to get a husband. However, Njabala is totally 

ignorant of the roles of a wife and has to invoke her mother’s ghost to help her in these. One fateful day, 

her husband finds her mother’s ghost doing the work on her behalf. Can Njabala survive this marriage? 

The central feature in Hidden Riches is a productive land. And old man, Katusiime, is on his death-bed. He 

calls his family to receive his ‘Will’: that he has left for all of them as hidden treasure in the land. After a 

long, futile search for some hidden treasure, the children gradually gain wisdom and sense of solidarity. 

The hidden treasure, they finally discover, is the Land, that has the key to their prosperity as a family and 

community. Opiyo and Odongo is about the twin brothers Opiyo and Odongo whose mother survived the 

terror of the Monster when they were still in her womb. The Monster had attacked their community and 

devoured every living thing in it, except the pregnant woman who had outwitted it! Opiyo and Odongo 

grow up into young men who determinately seek answers to their many questions, including why they 

were the only humans on earth. When they know of the existence of the Monster, they are determined 

to face it, whether their terrified mother agreed to this or not. 

Read more here 

https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20210623083759827
https://www.monitor.co.ug/uganda/news/education/ugandan-animated-folktales-adopted-for-the-classroom-3453024
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10. Hapa Kenya 

Ministry of ICT launches Ajira Digital Club at Egerton University in a bid to boost job creation (Kenya) 

The Ministry of ICT, Innovation and Youth Affairs has launched the Egerton University Ajira Digital Club. 

The club will be ran by the University students to enable them access digital and digitally-enabled job 

opportunities. Every Ajira Digital club in each institution has an Ajira patron and Ajira Club champion who 

will organize different Ajira Club activities. These activities are tailored towards involving all the students 

and opening up opportunities for them to learn new skills and venture into digital work. Ajira Digital Clubs 

are intended to be rolled out in every higher-level institution. The digital program is also intended to reach 

more youth and expand footprints of the Ajira Digital Program across the country. The initiative is part of 

the national government broader strategy to create an environment for work generation and skills 

development and incubate an entrepreneurship culture amongst the youth. “We aim to equip more 

Kenyan Youth with skills that will enable them to earn from digital and digitally-enabled jobs. We are 

delighted to formalize and fully operationalize yet another Ajira Digital Club to train, mentor and link youth 

to various online jobs and enable them to earn descent wages. We are looking forward to establishing 

more Ajira Digital Clubs within selected Universities and TVETS countrywide as we work towards 

promoting mentorship and collaborative learning approach to finding digital work,” said Cabinet 

Secretary, Ministry of ICT, Innovation and Youth Affairs, Joe Mucheru. The Ajira Digital Clubs act as formal 

structures within the various higher-learning institutions and function to onboard new members to the 

Ajira Digital ecosystem. Citizens are then able to get access to work readiness trainings, mentorship and 

visibility of job opportunities in the gig economy “We believe that this initiative will be of critical 

importance in our journey to reach many youths especially from our universities and TVETS. The program 

also targets youth in and out of formal education systems,” added Mr. Mucheru. 

Read more here 

11. The Africa Report 

Africa’s higher education: Focus on how to ‘think globally and act locally’ (Africa) 

Promoters of private higher education in Africa are emphasising the need to widen access, globalise higher 

education and equip graduates with 21st-century employability skills. While these are necessary and 

noble initiatives, these institutions – especially universities – are uniquely positioned to do more through 

a new approach to academia collaboration for relevant research, innovation and “glocalisation”. Though 

higher education in Africa is the second-fastest-growing region with more than 12 million students 

currently enrolled – fewer than 10% of 18 to 23 year-olds (mostly from more affluent backgrounds) were 

enrolled as of 2014. In addition to the potential of tapping into these markets, there must be a focus on 

the need to equip students with employable skills and prepare them for the global job markets. 

Universities backed by investors in private higher education are in a unique position to do more. Publicly 

funded universities in sub-Saharan Africa have for several years attempted to drive industry-academia 

collaboration with a top-down approach. Often cited for this approach is the triple helix model of 

innovation, making governments a crucial player in industry-academia interaction. Grappling with several 

challenges, namely underfunding, not much has been achieved in research and innovation in comparison 

to their global counterparts who have a more direct relationship with the industry. In addition to 

globalisation, glocalisation is needed in Africa’s higher education to train talents who can “think globally 

and act locally”. African universities are – by a wide margin – underfunded in comparison to their 

counterparts in the UK and the US, which can conduct resource intensive research in science and 

technology. Besieging the continent are a lot of socio-economic challenges that could benefit from quality 

https://hapakenya.com/2021/06/28/ministry-of-ict-launches-ajira-digital-club-at-at-egerton-university-in-a-bid-to-boost-job-creation/
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research in social science and support by applying proven innovations in science and technology. Yet, a 

majority of universities in sub-Saharan Africa are geographically and operationally isolated from the 

industry. Private universities backed by industry entities with portfolio companies and industry 

relationships have an opportunity to change this narrative. Honoris United Universities is backed by the 

Actis group, which currently has 70 portfolio companies, with a significant presence across Africa. Its 

recent acquisition of Abuja-based Nile University of Nigeria in 2020 expanded its footprints from north, 

central and southern Africa to the Western coast. The ADvTECH Group, which claims to be Africa’s leading 

private education provider, also has a portfolio of resourcing companies. Beyond the wide talent pool that 

a network of institutions offers these companies, is an opportunity for industry-academia 

collaboration from which the continent’s human capital can reap enormous benefits. For this to be 

feasible, it must offer more than a “doing-good” sentiment. Decision-makers in these companies must 

view the higher education industry as a source of ideas and innovation for their portfolios. 

Read more here 

12. Inside Higher Ed 

No More 3-Hour Exams? (Global) 

British universities envision changes in assessment of students, based on experiences under COVID-19. 
Traditional three-hour university exams may soon be a thing of the past as leading British institutions eye 

a switch to online and more “authentic” forms of assessment post-pandemic. The University of Cambridge 

said that over the next academic year it would “draw on the lessons learned” from the COVID-19 pandemic 

and respond “to the desire of many faculties and departments to move away from the traditional three-

hour written examination format as the primary means of assessment for such programs.” The University 

of Warwick said online assessment would remain its main mode of judging student performance, 

especially since the move away from supervised written exams “seemed to reveal real benefits for a range 

of student groups. It even appears in some areas to help close attainment gaps for some groups of 

students,” according to a spokesman. The University of St. Andrews said exams would remain online in 

2021-22 and that it would use the year as an opportunity to gauge the success of digital assessment across 

different disciplines. Colm Harmon, vice principal (students) at the University of Edinburgh, said that while 

the current environment was not the time to make long-term decisions, “it feels like change will come.” 

“Students have reacted positively to the use of digital platforms for examinations. We are refining the use 

of such technology and seeing where improvements can be made,” he said. Nearly all institutions 

contacted by Times Higher Education said that while they would not ban in-person assessments, there 

would be a big reduction in their use and a significant shift away from exams based around memory recall. 

The move toward online assessments is being accompanied by wider adoption of open-book tasks that 

span several days and a broader embrace of formative, rather than summative, assessment. SOAS 

University of London said it would “retain most elements of assessment online” but would continue with 

some in-person tests. The University of Oxford said it had “embraced remote forms of assessment” and 

was “developing plans to build on this experience in the next academic year.” Middlesex University said 

it was planning “a major project to review assessment methods, tools and approaches, learning from the 

pandemic experience.” Andrew Turner, associate pro vice chancellor (teaching and learning) at Coventry 

University, said his institution had already begun to shift away from sit-down exams before 2020 but the 

pandemic had “accelerated the process.” “There was a reticence from some academics, but the pandemic 

has certainly shone a light on the question of what exams are actually for,” he said. 

Read more here 

https://www.theafricareport.com/34757/africas-higher-education-focus-on-how-to-think-globally-and-act-locally/
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2021/06/25/british-universities-plan-post-covid-19-environment
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